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Introduction. 
Almost since its inception, ACCUPLACER® has allowed the collection of background 
information through locally developed background questions. It also allowed the use of 
weights based on that background information to be inserted into the placement rules. 
Multiple Weighted Measures can be consistently applied immediately upon completion of 
the placement exam and to be factored into the initial placement. 

The Multiple Weighted Measures Concept. 
We accept that, even with sound research methods and periodic review, we cannot 
establish cut scores for any placement test that will accurately place every student. We 
establish them so we can get as close as statistics will allow with — in some states — a 
minimum standard of 75 percent of students being placed accurately in a consequential 
research model. With adaptive tests, that standard could be raised to at least 85 percent. 
Still, some students are being placed into courses that are below their actual ability to 
perform and learn, and some are being placed into courses that are too advanced for their 
skill levels. To help alleviate that problem, we add Multiple Weighted Measures. 

Some students who score only a few points below a fixed cut score actually are placed in 
the appropriate course. Some, however, have the skill and knowledge to succeed at a higher 
level. In addition, some students will have had a lucky day and scored a few points above 
their actual ability and are placed into courses for which they lack sufficient preparation. 
Sometimes, faculty decide to use negative “weight” to pull them back to a course in which 
they are more likely to be successful. By adding background information to weight the 
placements, we are able to make placements more accurate overall and eliminate the so-
called decision zone — a few points on either side of a cut score. In most systems, 12–18 
percent of placements are adjusted on the basis of background information. 

There are volumes of research about the personal characteristics that influence students’ 
success in college. Attitudes and behaviors such as recognizing the value of study, 
recognition of the need for education, goal setting, getting sufficient sleep, seeking help 
when needed, and completing assignments on time are recognized contributors. 
Environmental factors such as having a place to study, having a long commute to school, and 
having a support system also affect student success. Experience and academic backgrounds 
are important factors, although for older students experience may be more vital than 
academic history. Did students study math at a high level in high school? Do students 
currently need to write memos, papers, or reports that others must read and understand? A 
myriad of factors can influence students’ performance. For these purposes, because we are 
collecting and using the information during the testing session, we must choose from those 
that the student can provide at the time of taking the placement test. 
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This document is intended to provide some direction in selecting which factors to use, as well 
as a step-by-step process to build a successful multiple weighted measures placement 
system in ACCUPLACER. It is by no means intended to be the upper limit on such a system 
or to advise on which information or which format to use. Its sole intent is to provide 
guidelines for selecting the information that will be used and the mechanics to make it work. 

Preplanning the System. 
Your multiple weighted measures placement system will be exactly as good as the planning 
behind it. A carefully developed plan, with all the preliminary questions answered, will make 
developing the system easy. The following people will be included in the planning process: 
faculty in each placement discipline, information technology personnel responsible for the 
network and for the Student Information System (SIS), student records and/or registration, 
counselors, and testing personnel. Because each institution is structured uniquely, other 
personnel may need to be added. Be sure to incorporate anyone who will be affected by the 
placement system or who can cause problems as it develops and operates. 

Planning Step 1. 
If you already use ACCUPLACER and have your branching profiles set up, part of this step is 
already completed. If not, it comes first. Faculty must decide which tests or combinations of 
tests will be used in each discipline and in the case of math, at which levels. Here are a few 
questions that will need answers before the process can proceed: 

• Will the Sentence Skills (SS) be used by itself or in combination with Reading 
Comprehension (RC) for composition placement? Will the WritePlacer® (WP) test be 
included and, if so, how? Many colleges use a combination of SS and RC for composition 
placement and factor in the WP at higher levels only. 

• Which math test will be given first, or if that should vary according to set criteria, what 
are those criteria? Many colleges use a set of local background questions (BGQ) to 
determine the first math test on the basis of prior math background and recency and 
then branch to other tests if necessary on the basis of score. 

• Will the ESL tests be used and, if so, how will it be determined who takes them? Some 
colleges use three or four BGQ related to use and comfort with and/or education in 
English to determine whether a student should take the ESL tests first and then branch 
to the standard tests if scores warrant. 

Planning Step 2. 
After the rules for branching are determined, you will need to determine which BGQ will be 
used to weight the placements and what weight value each answer choice will have. Faculty 
must be involved in this step. Several meetings may be required to select acceptable 
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questions and decide on approved wording and weight value. The result will have been 
worth the time. The questions should be written as a matrix, such as that shown, with the 
assigned weight listed for each answer choice. It simplifies the process and helps with 
training new staff if the BGQ are grouped in a meaningful way. Those questions related to a 
specific discipline should be placed into a group identified with that discipline (e.g., math 
weights). Questions that are used by more than one discipline can be placed into another 
group that will be used in all branching profiles (e.g., Branching and Common Group). 
Eliminating the BGQ related to a discipline can shorten branching profiles that do not include 
that specific discipline. Questions that are used to gather information or to provide special 
information to students should be placed into separate groups so they can be removed 
without disrupting the rest of the system. 

Question Name Question Text Answer Choice Weight 

Books Read How many books  
have you read for  
pleasure in the  
past three months? 

I don’t read for pleasure -0.02 

one book 0.00 

two to four books 0.01 

more than four books 0.02 

Planning Step 3. 
After the BGQ have been written, weighted, and put into a matrix to support question input 
and writing placement rules, it is time to choose cut scores for each placement level and 
create a cut-score matrix such as that shown. 

• Which courses will be included in the placement process? ACCUPLACER English tests 
function from very low to beginning college level. Math tests function from basic 
arithmetic to readiness for beginning calculus. 

• An important point: the Student Information System (SIS) does not have a means to 
store the BGQ information and utilize it in managing prerequisites. Simply uploading test 
scores denies the multiple weighted measures concept in prerequisite management. 
The download file from ACCUPLACER can include the course placements, which are 
determined on the basis of the scores and background information. The SIS uses a range 
of scores to develop a “noncourse” value to represent a course. For example, a range of 
algebra scores from 20 to 50 may be used to represent a noncourse “PLMATH 50.” This 
score, in turn, is listed as meeting the prerequisite for Math 50, allowing the student to 
register for the course. ACCUPLACER allows any value to be entered for the course 
name. By using a numeric value for the course name, the download will include a 
numeric value the SIS can use to create noncourse prerequisite releases. This sample 
matrix illustrates the system. Four-digit numbers are used in the sample: the first digit 
represents the discipline; the second, the placement level. The remaining digits can be 
used to add codes for special courses without the need to rewrite the entire code 
system. 
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ACCUPLACER  
Name 

Catalog  
Name 

Tests 
Used 

Minimum 
Cut Score 

Maximum 
Cut Score 

1200 English 007 0.5 RC + 0.5 SS NA 48 

1300 English 015 0.5 RC + 0.5 SS 49 59 

1350 
English 015 
Accel 

0.5 RC + 0.5 SS 60 69 

1400 English 098 0.5 RC + 0.5 SS 70 92 

1500 English 101 0.5 RC + 0.5 SS 93 120 

 

• At this point, it is a good idea to involve staff from the information and technology 
department so an internal setup able to use the new download can be started. That, of 
course, is the subject of another paper. 

• At this time, the placement logic for each course should be developed. This is especially 
important with math, in which there are three tests that could place students. Care must 
be taken to avoid having two or more placements, each based on a different test score. 
Here is an example of the placement logic for an elementary algebra course for which 
placement could result from an arithmetic score or the elementary algebra score, but not 
from the College Level Math (CLM) score. 

If:  (The score of arithmetic plus BGQ weight is > = 80 or 
 The score of algebra plus BGQ weight is > = 50) and 
 (The score of algebra plus BGQ weight is < 70 or 
 The algebra test was not taken) and 
 (The score of CLM plus BGQ weight is < 56 or 
 The CLM test was not taken) 
 Then Placement is 2400. 

Inclusion of the algebra and CLM clauses ensures that this rule will prevent a placement if 
another placement also is warranted. The or function allows for either of the conditions to be 
true. The and function means both conditions must be true. 

Planning Step 4. 
The final planning step is a thorough review of the system plan and some details that have 
not been addressed. 

• What information will be on the student’s score report? When the multiple measures are 
applied to placements, two students with identical test scores could have different 
placements. Many colleges do not put the test scores on the report, only the 
placements. 
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• If counselors are shown the score report, they may wish to see the responses to the 
BGQ on the report. ACCUPLACER gives the choice of having the question text or 
question name on the report. 

• ACCUPLACER has recently eliminated the percentile statistic from the report because it 
is misleading and often misused. The SEM value also has been changed, but it may be 
useful in helping to determine whether retesting is a viable option. 

• The score report settings are adjusted under the Setup Tab > Create/Edit Branching 
Profiles > Create/Edit Test Settings. It is a good idea to create a new Test Settings file 
and save it to a name meaningful to its purpose. Many colleges use more than one Test 
Settings file. 
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Building the System. 
It is best to follow the order of the options under the Setup Tab. The first selection is 
Create/Edit Branching Profiles, and the first selection under that is Create/Edit Test Settings. 
Next is Create/Edit Local Background Questions. Under that link, in order, are Create/Edit 
Local Background Questions, then Create/Edit Background Question Groups. 

The Test Settings file(s) should be created as needed, with the information provided as 
planned. The process is straightforward and uncomplicated. 

Entering Local Background Questions. 
Enter all the questions before creating and filling the BGQ Groups. Choose the number of 
answer choices before beginning to enter each question. It may be a good idea to number 
the question names so you can readily identify the questions when viewing the placement 
rules. If you show the question text on the score report, the question itself also should be 
numbered.  

When entering the answer choices, follow the question matrix and insert the appropriate 
weight in decimal form in the weight dialog box. If the question is unweighted, enter zero 
(0). Be sure to enter the answer choices in the order you want them. Changing them later is 
difficult and error prone. It is good practice to vary the order of the weight values between 
questions. For example, be sure that the most valuable answer choice is not always the first 
choice. Always review each question to check for spelling and punctuation errors. 

Assigning Background Questions to Groups. 
Create first a group for questions that will be used in test selection in each discipline, such as 
selecting the first math test. If your system will select whether the ESL tests will be given 
on the basis of BGQ, you will need a group for those selectors. Examples: Math Selectors; 
ESL Selectors. 

Then, create a group for the questions that are used in multiple disciplines (e.g., Common 
Weights). Next, create groups for the weights for each discipline (e.g., Math Weights, 
English Weights, etc.)  When populating the groups, it is a good idea to note on the BGQ 
matrix into which group the question has been placed. That will help avoid asking a question 
more than once. 

Some colleges use the ACCUPLACER BGQ availability to identify services students may 
need, and/or to provide information about specific items. These questions should be placed 
into their own group so they can be managed separately. They can be omitted, for example, 
from branching profiles used in situations in which those questions may not be appropriate. 
It also is possible to have a group of questions that are used only for students being tested 
at their high schools. Each group should be identified by its purpose for easy management.  
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A Note About WritePlacer® Tests. 
Due to their narrow score scale and low magnitude, the WritePlacer tests do not lend 
themselves well to multiple-measures placements. The small percentage adjustments would 
not be effective. Most colleges use multiple measures for the other tests and factor in the 
raw WritePlacer scores to create placement brackets.  

Branching Profiles. 
Although branching profiles are not necessarily a part of multiple-measures placements, it is 
important to ensure that all the BGQ that will be used in placement are included in all 
branching profiles that will give the tests for which the questions are intended. For example, 
if a branching profile will administer any of the math tests, the math weights must be 
present, including those in common with other disciplines. 

Under the Placement Rules Link. 
The second link under the Test Setup Tab is Create/Edit Placement Rules. It leads to several 
other links, the first of which is Create/Edit Course Groups, then Create/Edit Courses, next is 
Create/Edit Majors, followed by Create/Edit User Defined Fields. Finally, the last link is 
Create/Edit Placement Rules. Majors and User Defined Fields are subjects for another 
discussion. 

Course Groups and Courses. 
Before creating courses, the course groups must be in place. Most colleges simply create 
a group for each discipline in which there will be a placement expected. Some create a 
separate group for Services and for informational courses with placement based upon BGQ. 
The course groups are what separate the placements in the various reports. 

Each course has a name, a course code, a group, and a course comment. The name should 
be the placement code number assigned to the course. The code should be the catalog code 
for the course (e.g., Engl 095). The group is the course group created for the discipline. 
The course comment will appear on the student’s score report along with the course name. 
It should inform the student as to the identity of the placement. 

It is important to keep the language consistent in the course comments. The comments 
space allows for 100 characters. Many schools add transferability and degree applicability 
information to the comments. The important points are the course catalog code and name 
(e.g., Math 050, Elementary Algebra). 
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A Word About Majors. 
ACCUPLACER allows placements based upon the major the student selects from the list of 
majors input locally. This feature is helpful in steering students into courses that are 
specifically designed to prepare them for work in their chosen field of study. For example, 
several colleges have a math course specifically designed for medical-services majors. 
Students who chose one of those majors could be placed into the special math course, while 
all others would be placed into the standard course at the same level. If your college uses or 
will use such placements, the majors must be in place before the placement rules are 
written. The rules will use the major field to select which rule will apply for the special 
majors. If this does not apply to your college, we can move on to writing placement rules. 

Writing Placement Rules. 
Before beginning to write placement rules, gather the necessary planning documents. You 
will need the table of courses and cut scores, and the weighted BGQ matrix. If you will be 
writing special rules for courses such as described under “A Word About Majors” previously, 
you will need a list of those courses, their cut scores, and the majors to which they apply. If 
you will be using conditional weighting, you will need that information as well. 

 The placement rule editor appears with the list of existing rules and two buttons, Cancel and 
Create New Placement Rule. The Create button yields the initial screen in which the Rule 
Name, Description, and Placement Comment are to be inserted. The name, remember, 
should be the numeric placement code. The description appears only in the list of rules. It 
should be information as to the purpose of the rule and, if desired, the limits. For example, 
for a rule named 2400, one might insert Math 050: 48 > = EA < 70, AR > = 75. This 
information is useful for troubleshooting, as it names the course and tests along with the cut 
scores. 

The Placement comment will appear on the student’s score report. If used, it should provide 
information unique from that provided in the Course Comment, which also appears on the 
score report. Most colleges choose to leave the Placement Comment blank. 

After saving the name and description information, the link to the editor appears in place of 
the Save button. Clicking it yields the Rule Editor, with the first course in the list as the 
default placement. Change it to the appropriate course immediately because as the rule gets 
long, it is easy to forget that detail. Then click the link to Add a Condition to this Rule. 

A dialog appears with a drop-down list of various conditions. At the bottom of the list is Auto 
Multiple Weighted Measures. Clicking that link brings up a rather confusing looking set of 
boxes and lines. This is the beginning of multiple-measures placement, and this is where all 
of your prior planning will pay off. 

The top line is the test. Notice that the test weight defaults to 1.0. If you plan to use a 
combination of test scores, you will change the weight to the appropriate value. For 
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example, if you will use 50 percent of Reading Comprehension plus 50 percent of Sentence 
Skills for English placement, change the value to 0.5, then select one of those tests. On the 
right side of that line, there is a set of buttons in the shape of pages, one “-“, one upward-
pointing arrow, and one downward-pointing arrow. A click on the downward-pointing arrow 
page adds a line beneath the first test and a “Plus” at the end of the first line. Here you will 
change the weight value and select the other test in the combination. You may add more 
tests in the same manner, but be sure to keep the total weight value at 100 percent, or 1.0. 

The next line is the first weighted BGQ, defaulted to the first question in the list of 
questions. Select a question appropriate for the course in the placement. Remember, the 
weight was assigned when the question was entered. At the right of the screen, click the 
appropriate arrow to add the next question, and repeat until all the questions for the course 
discipline have been added. 

When all the necessary questions have been included, move on to the cut score and logic. 
This is an area prone to errors. It is best to be consistent in the use of the arithmetic 
operators to avoid overlaps and gaps. For example, if one rule has an upper limit of < 80, and 
the next rule has a lower limit of > 80, no placement will occur for a weighted score of 80. 
To avoid confusion and errors, many users write > = for the lower limit and < for the upper 
limit. In the previous example, the upper limit would be < 80, and the lower limit of the next 
rule would be > = 80, thus including 80 in the upper level score range. Check your logic 
reference, and place necessary parentheses as you develop the rule. 

When the first rule segment is completed, click the downward-pointing arrow after the cut 
score line to start another segment. Each segment must be identical in terms of the 
questions included. The conjunction defaults to and when a new section is added. If your 
logic requires or, change it immediately. Use care in placing parentheses to ensure that the 
or and and functions operate correctly. Select the Auto Multiple Weighted Measures link 
from the drop-down menu, and continue. Be sure to select the appropriate test and assign 
its weight if appropriate. Complete all sections included in the logic for the target course. For 
clarification, a test that was not taken is not included in the Less Than (<) operator. In the 
example given, we used (CLM < 56 or CLM not taken) to include both possibilities, because 
<56 would prevent a placement if the CLM test had not been given. 

Testing It Out. 
ACCUPLACER i3 includes a Verify function in the placement rule list. After the first 
placement rule in each discipline is written, choose a branching profile that will include all the 
tests used in the placement rule and run the Verify function. The function runs through the 
branching profile, administering each rule according to the stated conditions. If conditions 
prevent a rule from being administered, a Failed notice will appear in the results.  

Check the results of each rule, and answer the BGQ as they are shown to test the weighting 
functions. When each test administration appears, enter a score that will test the placement 
rule limits, keeping in mind the weight applied by your answers to the BGQ. When all 
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branching profile rules have been completed, Verify provides a placement if the conditions of 
the rule were met. It is a good idea to run the Verify several times, changing BGQ responses 
and test scores to test the various segments in the placement rule. Compute the applied 
weight so you can enter an appropriate score to test the rule limits. 

When you are satisfied that the placement rule is functioning properly, return to the 
placement rule list and copy the newly created placement rule to the name for the next or 
previous placement level. Change tests and scores as needed, delete unneeded segments, 
and be sure to change the placement. There may be a need to change parentheses and the 
and/or functions. Check the logic plan for each placement level to ensure proper operation. 

After all the rules have been copied and properly edited, run the Verify function multiple 
times to test the operation of each placement rule, checking to be sure that the appropriate 
placement is achieved. If no placement appears or if there are multiple placements from a 
single run, there is an error in one of the rules involved. Compute what the placement should 
have been using the BGQ weight matrix and the cut-score table. Then examine the errant 
rule to find the flaw. 

When all placement rules are working satisfactorily, the system is ready for use. Store the 
planning documents safely in case of a future need to troubleshoot a placement issue. It can 
take months, even years, for the right combination of test scores and BGQ responses to 
cause an error to show up. When it does, your planning documents will help you find and 
resolve it quickly. 

After the system is in use, research should be conducted periodically to ensure that (a) the 
cut scores still are at their optimum level and (b) that the multiple measures are making 
meaningful adjustments to placements and are serving to benefit students. Changing 
textbooks and faculty attrition may change the dynamics of college and developmental 
courses. The placement system must keep up with the changes. 

Multiple Weighted Measures — A Brief Example.. 

STEP 1: Creating an Updated Placement Policy That Incorporates Multiple 
Weighted Measures. 

Using both the Reading Comprehension and Sentence Skills tests, the faculty has maintained 
a placement policy in which the average of both tests should be 90 or greater for placement 
into college-level courses (e.g., English 101). Scores below 90 place students into 
developmental courses (e.g., Reading 099). After reviewing ACCUPLACER scores and 
corresponding course grades for a cohort of students, the English faculty has decided to 
modify the placement process to include multiple weighted measures. For this example, we 
will incorporate use of these two Local Background Questions into the placement process: 
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Referred to as Daily Writing below 

How much do you write letters or papers that must be read and understood by others? 

Almost daily in my work and daily routine. +0.02 

Several times per week. +0.02 

A few times per month. +0.01 

Several times per year. 0.0 

I do not write items others must read. -0.01 

 

Referred to as Complex Material below 

Which choice below best describes you when you read textbooks or other complex 
information? 

I usually need to read material several times before I understand it well. -0.01 

Sometimes I can understand what I read the first time through, but often I 
must reread it. 

0.0 

I usually understand what I read if I take notes or highlight passages. +0.01 

I always understand what I read the first time through. +0.02 
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STEP 2: Creating Local Background Questions. 

As either Institution Administrator or Site Manager, the next step is to create Local 
Background Questions and assign weights to the various responses. [Test Setup > Create 
and Edit Branching Profiles > Create and Edit Background Questions > Create and Edit Local 
Background Questions] 

 

  

Enter weight as a decimal 
number. Don’t forget the  
minus sign for negative 
weights.  
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STEP 3: Create a Local Background Question Group. 

After creating the necessary Local Background Questions, assemble them into a Background 
Question Group. [Test Setup > Create and Edit Branching Profiles > Create and Edit 
Background Questions > Create and Edit Background Question Groups] 

 

STEP 4: Create Branching Profile and Include Background Question Group. 

The next step is to create or edit a Branching Profile to incorporate your Background 
Question Group. [Test Setup > Create and Edit Branching Profiles > Create and Edit 
Branching Profiles] Be sure to choose your customized background question group. 
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STEP 5: Create and Edit Placement Rules. 

As usual, start the process of creating your 
placement rules by creating courses [Test 
Setup > Create and Edit Placement Rules > 
Create and Edit Course Groups] and creating 
course groups [Test Setup > Create and Edit 
Placement Rules > Create and Edit Courses]. 
When creating your Placement Rules, you will 
add conditions to each course placement that 
incorporate use of auto multiple weighted 
measures. To begin, choose the appropriate 
course, then select Auto Multiple Weighted 
Measures as the condition. 

For our example, you will add a second 
condition to incorporate both the Local 
Background Question on Reading Complex 
Material and on Daily Writing. After adding the 
Multiple Weighted Measures questions, add 
the appropriate tests and enter the cut score. Note the Sum of Scores here is 0.5 to reflect an 
average of the two test scores. 
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STEP 6: Verify the Branching Profile. 

Use the Verify command 
that is available to check 
the proper setup of your 
branching profile. [Test 
Setup > Create and Edit 
Branching Profiles > 
Create and Edit 
Branching Profiles > 
Verify] In this example, 
Reading Comprehension 
and Sentence Skills 
scores of 88 each, which 
would normally route the 
student to English 99, 
are adjusted by the 
strong responses on the 
Reading Complex 
Material and Daily 
Writing background 
questions, resulting in an 
English 100 placement. 
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When using the Verify 
command, you want to 
test all possible 
conditions. Here is the 
same branching profile 
with higher test scores but 
less favorable responses 
on the Reading Complex 
Material and Daily Writing 
local background 
questions. Note that the 
student who might have 
been over placed into 
English 100 is now routed 
to English 99. 
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